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RE: hearing

From: Garry
To: greg.j.carroll
Date: Tue, 04 Sep 2007 11:21:15 +1000

Dear Greg,
Sorry for the delay in repsonding- in court from 9.30 to 5.30 yesterday.
Tony's suggestion sounds sensuble. I think it is likely that she will
decline the offer to to make a statement - but the pomt of the exercise is
simply to give her the opportunity.

Cheers, Garry

-—--On' inal Messa
From: reg.J.Carro|

I ! l!!! 9:22AM
mailto:Gre .J.Carroll
ent: Mon a 3Se e er”WSubjec: : earlng

Hi Garry,

Tony doesn't have any dates until November.

This is his suggested strategy.

Before I call the witness and put this to her, do you have any con'mentsor
suggestions?

Cheers,

Greg

Greg Carroll
Assistant Director Legal

Offioe of Police Integrity (Embedded
Level 3 South Tower image moved
459 Collins Street to file:
Melbourne Victoria 3000 pic24175.jpg)

GPO Box 4676
DX 210004
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OurValues Integrity Excellence Fairness Courage

IMPORTANT CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail (and any attachments) is confidential and intended to be
accessed only by the person or entity to which it is addressed. No use,
copying, disclosure or fon/varding of this message or any attachments is
emitted without authorisation.

fyou are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately
and delete or destroy all copies of this message and any attachments.
Office of Police Integrity does not accept liability in connection with
computer viruses or any other defects or consequences that rray arise from
o ening or using the message and any attachments.

nsclicrted corrmercial emails n'ust not be forwarded to the originator of
this transmission.

--—- Forwarded by Greg J Carroll/Person/DOJ on 03/09/2007 09:20 ---—
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To: <Greg.J.Carrol_

cc:

Subject: FW: hearing

>
I
I

Greg

l su gest that Ms Gobbo be infomted that, if she wishes to ensure that her
evi ence is accurate and complete. she rr’ey prepare a statement, with
assistance from her lawyer if she chooses, and attend before George (or
another delegate) to swear to its truth and con‘pleteness and to tender it.

She should be informed that matters which her statement should truthfully
and comprehensively deal with, in addition to other matters identified by
you and Gary, are her past and present personal and professional
relationships and dealin s with Dale, Argall, Miechel, Terrence Hodson,
Andrew Hodson, Tony okbel, Carl Williams, their respective associates,
persons any of them referred to her or recommended seek her advice or
assistance and persons connected with the drug activities &/or break-in at
the East Bentleigh premises.

Best wishes
Tony

-—-Original Message-~—
From: Tony Fitzgerald

minamSent: Wednesday, 29 gust :



To: 'Gr .J.Carroll_
Subject: E: hearing

Greg

Regrettably, I have no available days until I return at the beginning of
November.

I'll give some thought to the possibility of another approach & get back to
you.

Cheers
Tony

-—--On' inal Messa ——
From: reg.JCarrogl_ [mailtozGreg.J.Carrol—
Sent Monday, 27 Au ust 200 5 22 PMTo t'onyneraldhSubject: hearing

Hi Tony,

I had a call from Nicola Gobbo this afternoon re representation.

She has spoken to Con Haliotis who is prepared to oorne to an OPI hearing
and represent her. She said she wants to do it sooner rather than later.

We had the usual discussion about the
difficultfye

of
aligning

dates and I
said that I would check to see if you have anyree dates ghe will go
through the same process with Haliotis and we may find that there is an
opportunity.

I took the libe of saying that we would consider the possibility of
allowing some exibility in the hours we sit so as to maximise the chance
we can get on with the job.

Do you have any free dates in the next few weeks?

Cheers

Greg Carroll

Assistant Director Legal

Office of Police Integrity (Embedded

Level 3 South Tower irrage moved

459 Collins Street to file:

Melbourne Victoria 3000 pic16022.jpg)

GPO BOX 4676

DX 210004
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IMPORTANT CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-rnail (and any attachments) is confidential and intended to be
accessed only by the person or entity to which it is addressed. No use,
copying, disclosure or fonNarding of this message or any attachments is
emitted without authorisation.

fyou are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately
and delete or destroy all copies of this message and any attachments.
Office of Police Integrity does not accept liability in connection with
computer viruses or any other defects or consequences that may arise from
o ening or using the message and any attachments.

nscIiCIted comnercial emails must not be fonivarded to the originator of
this transmission.

PRIVATE & CONFIDENTIAL
The content of this e-mail and any attachments may be private and
confidential, intended only for use of the individual or entity named. If

ou are not the intended recipient of this message you must not read,

firward,
print, copy, disclose, use or store in any way the information

t is
e-mail or any attachment contains.
If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately
and delete or destroy all copies of this e-nail and any attachments.
Our organisation respects the privacy of individuals. For a copy of our
privacy policy please go to our websrte or contact us.

PRIVATE & CONFIDENTIAL
The content of this e-mail and any attachments may be private and
confidential, intended only for use of the individual or entity named. If

you
are not the intended recipient of this message you must not read,

orward, print, copy, disclose, use or store in any way the information this
e-mail or any attachment contains.
If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately
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